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1. On 30 June 1961 AMCHEER-1 interviewed Subject, who 
claims to direct an underground, group in Cuba. Subject io 
a Cuban, mulatto, stout, and not very learned. AMCHEER-1 
doubts that he is a lawyer although be might be a solicitor 
He resides at 3855 Brooker Street, near Grand 
Grove, Miami; phone HI 4-2700. He lives with 
and a cousin.

Avenue, Coconut 
his sister

had talked 
Manola RAY and that they bad discussed uniting bis group 
Che MRP. He said that RAY had offered him a position in 
Executive Committee of the KRP, where he would bo-under the 
cosnand of a man called "Eugenio", chief of Che underground 
section.

2. KEKESES claimed that two days ago he to 
to 
the

J. MENESES stated Chat his underground group in Cuba 
has members in Sabana who belong to the construction sector, 
others in Sagua and Santa Clara who belong to the metallurgic 
sector, and Chat another of their members was Humberto *KUESULI, 
who is a leader of the sugar workers. Re said that in Habans he 
has 8 captains who are chiefs of groups in a cellular organisation 
Ha said that be bad sade contact -inKiaai with Cesar LANCIS 
Bravo and Lomberto *D1AZ Peres, but that they bad not kept 
their word. (From this AMCHEER-1 deduced that they did not give 
bin money.)

4. Oa a table AMCSEEfel saw that Subject bad just 
received some mH addressed to Andres *GARCIA. Subject said 
that be received aany letters frost Cuba at that address, but 
using way different addressee names.

3. Subject claims to be anti-tionsunlsc but says that be 
"does not agree either with the Americans who are a bunch-of 
s.o.b's." He believes that the revolutionaries are the। ones * 
who have to overthrow CASTRO and then continue with the work 
of the revolution, as be believes Cbhc mosC of the laws issued 
by CASTRO have to be kept, such as agrarian reform, urban 
reform, nationalisation of the leading Indus trie*,.. etc. He said 
RAY wants to prepare him, as he is preparing otheir men, to be 
sent to Puerto Rico Co obtain support from the unions and set 
them against the American Government, which is not acting 
according to proletarian needs. He said he was in contact 
with a labor leader called Lino *ELIAS and he has a nan named 
ULLOA (fnu) working in CUb&ua Airlines.

6. Subject proposed that AMCHEKR-1 act as Intervedlary 
with the boys being trained by the latter, so that aMCHEER-1 
would iiiJvctrinate then in favor of KAY’s inturcaLs. ikivever, 
Subject said it tala gi l>u,- beir.r trained by AMCd-tK-1 had
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aaother source of Income, be Would offer fair saw ice 8 to direct 
a sabotage department In this group and eight even break with 
RAT if this group bad mure economic support than the M5.P.

1. AHCHEE2-1 felt that Subject la eostly interested in 
solving hie economic situation. Ln the second place, he showed 
himself to be anti-American and in favor of all Marxist laws. 
He is a shrewd talker and behaves as a Coeaunits-tralned 
individual. He acts like others who have been classified as "bad 
Communists * but Communists in the end, although they might not 
even be aware ox this themselves.
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